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Gender disparity in media is not due to a
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media conversation, values their opinions.
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Two main forces drive the gender disparity.

for president, reportedly once said, “If I want to
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knock a story off the front page, I just change
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my hairstyle.”
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The disrupting shouldn’t be focused on

ter, president and CEO of the new America
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upon to opine on the “developing world”?
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Why are foreign policy analysts typically

clude women from owning their expertise.
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Studies show that women hold themselves to a

incubate new ideas and approaches to foreign

higher threshold of certainty before they offer
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an opinion. While men overestimate their

Russia, the world.

abilities and performance, women underesti-

Media representation is merely a broken

mate both. Most of the queries FPI receives

mirror if it doesn’t reflect the societies it aims to

are from women who are nervous to pitch an

represent. Currently, it’s a system that privileges

editor and seek guidance in doing so. At the

white, male voices over those of others who

core of their queries is actually a request for

are an important part of an interconnected and

permission to opine. Most of the time, women

dynamic world. Overcoming the media gender

have spent extensive time in the field and

gap requires a collective movement. It’s time

have the academic chops to back them up,

for the foreign policy conversation to catch up

but they still don’t feel comfortable claiming

with our diverse realities.
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The confidence gap doesn’t exist in a
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